Human Rad51 protein can form homologous joints in the absence of net strand exchange.
The eukaryotic homologs of RecA protein are central enzymes of recombination and repair, and notwithstanding a high degree of conservation they differ sufficiently from RecA to offer insights into mechanisms and biological roles. The yield of DNA strand exchange reactions driven by both Escherichia coli RecA protein and its human homolog HsRad51 protein was inversely related to the GC content of oligonucleotide substrates, but at any given GC composition, HsRad51 promoted less exchange than RecA. When 40% of bases were GC pairs, the rate constant for strand exchange by HsRad51 was unmeasurable, whereas the rate constants for homologous pairing were unaltered relative to more AT-rich DNA. The ability of HsRad51 to form joints in the absence of net strand exchange was confirmed by experiments in which heterologous blocks at both ends of linear duplex oligonucleotides produced joints that instantly dissociated upon deproteinization. These findings suggest that HsRad51 acting alone on human DNA in vivo is a pairing protein that cannot form extensive heteroduplex DNA.